
                                            

GRADUATION DAY CEREMONY 

        

On the 6th of July, 2024, DDMS P OBUL REDDY PUBLIC SCHOOL witnessed the Graduation Day Ceremony. 

The Graduation Day ceremony was a memorable and grand event that celebrated the achievements of the 

graduates. The event commenced with the guard of honour, a gesture that added an element of prestige and 

respect, welcoming Shri S.V.Rao, Chairman DDMS P OBUL REDDY EDUCATIONAL ACADEMY, Mrs. K. Vinitha, Principal 

of the school and the graduates as they made their entrance.  

In a gesture that symbolized growth and a commitment to the environment, potted plants were presented to the 

dignitaries. This was followed by a serene prayer song, setting a tone of reverence and gratitude for the occasion. 

The atmosphere was further uplifted by a motivational song, which inspired the graduates and the audience alike, 

reinforcing the significance of the day's achievements. The principal then delivered a warm and insightful welcome 

speech, highlighting the hard work and dedication of the graduates.  

This was followed by the distribution of scrolls, a moment of pride for all. The toppers were honoured first, 

acknowledging their exceptional academic performance, followed by the distribution of scrolls to the other 

graduates. The ceremony continued with an inspiring speech by the Shri S.V.Rao, Chairman DDMS P OBUL REDDY 

EDUCATIONAL ACADEMY who shared words of wisdom and encouragement, motivating the graduates as they 

prepare to embark on their new journey. The most anticipated moment of the ceremony arrived with the hat 

tossing event. This iconic gesture symbolized the culmination of years of hard work and the joyous transition from 

students to graduates. The event concluded with a vote of thanks by the Vice Principal, who expressed gratitude to 

everyone who contributed to the success of the ceremony. The day ended on a patriotic note with the National 

Anthem, bringing the celebration to a dignified close.  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 


